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Things Pondered was a different kind of Beth Moore book. It was a window into Bethâ€™s tender

and creative soul that before could only be viewed at her speaking engagements where she often

shares her poems and short stories. The perennial success of Things Pondered proves that many

continue to be moved by Bethâ€™s reflections.Broadman & Holman is pleased to offer a second

collection of Bethâ€™s creative writings. Further Still once again proves Beth Moore a gifted,

sensitive writer and poet.
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You can't go past Beth Moore for her candid writing which is so refreshing. She doesn't tell us what

to do from a lofty ground above us, but shares her struggles and insights, inviting us to learn from

that.I am on a quest to purchase all her books as she has never failed me yet.She inspires,

encourages, entertains, reminds and gently reprimands through her excellent writing.

This book is a wonderful continuation of Things Pondered. Beth Moore never fails to make me laugh

and cry all at the same time. This book would make a terrific gift.

I have never read a book by Beth that I have not liked. Every book brings you to a closer

relationship with God and makes your quest for Him bloom. I loved this book on my own, yet I also

think this would make a great womens study group or a great gift.



This book totally kept my interest. She kept the focus on Christ, & did it in such a way that the

reading was effortless & yet gave insights that had me pondering them days after reading them. I

loved it!

Beth Moore has this brilliant way of writing that makes it seem as though you're sitting down to

coffee together. Her stories and creative writings touch my very soul and bring peace to this crazy

life. This book is another example of how much she truly loves sharing Jesus in very personal ways

to people avidly seeking Him.

If you love poetry and prose then you can't go wrong with this book. It is moving and filled with

inspiration. I have even given copies of this book as gifts. This is one book I will always have on my

bookshelf.

This is not quiet what I expected because it is a recap of older Beth Moore writings. With a title like

"Further Still" I had expected new, deeper stuff. Still, It was good to have the review, and some of it

was very meaningful (from The Lord) because of the place I was in my life when I read it.

I wish there were more books like this out here. I purchased both Things Pondered and Further Still

on Kindle but would like to have both in hard copy to refer to for devotions or sharing the poetry with

others. Beth Moore's poetry was amazing.
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